Introduction
Most of the energy loss caused by the frictional work under the sliding contact is transformed into heat, which leads to temperature rise in the contact bodies. This temperature rise is responsible for the development of thermal stress, variation of surface displacement due to thermal expansion, and degradation of material yield strength. These thermal effects in turn alter the real contact area and pressure distribution and further influence the heat generation and conduction. Thermal and mechanical analyses should be fully coupled and conducted simultaneously. The thermal and mechanical stress information is important for investigations of many failure phenomena, such as scuffing, seizure, sliding wear, and cracking.
An overview of thermoelastic contact studies has been given in Johnson's well-known book ͓1͔. Carslaw and Jaeger ͓2͔ presented an analytical integral formula for the temperature rise on the halfspace surface under a moving heat flux. Analytical temperature fields were derived for circular and square heat sources ͓3,4͔. Elastic field due to the line heat source moving over the surface of a half plane was also studied by Barber ͓5͔. Huang and Ju ͓6, 7͔ presented an analysis of thermomechanical cracking due to moving frictional loads. The statistical temperature distribution at rough surface contacts was studied by Wang and Komvopoulos ͓8-10͔ and Komvopoulos ͓11͔ by characterizing the surfaces as fractals and assuming spherical asperity tips. These analytical approaches advance the understanding of surface frictional heating.
Temperature rises at the two surfaces are related to the way in which frictional heating is partitioned between them. In order to simplify the numerical work, frictional heating was assumed to be evenly partitioned by two bodies ͓12͔ or to be solely absorbed by one body ͓13͔ regardless the interfacial temperature distribution. Blok ͓14͔ proposed a heat partition postulate by matching the flash temperature on two surfaces, which was employed by Tian and Kennedy ͓4͔ and many others. Francis ͓3͔ studied the heat partition by holding the interfacial temperature as the harmonic mean of two surface temperatures when each body receives all heating. A direct algorithm for the heat partition was discussed by Bos and Moes ͓15͔ by matching the temperatures of two surfaces at all points within the contact area. Experimental and numerical investigations on the temperature distribution and heat partition in lubricated disk contacts were conducted by Clarke et al. ͓16͔.
The finite element method ͑FEM͒ has been widely used to investigate contacts under frictional heating. Kulkarni et al. ͓17͔ developed a two-dimensional FEM model for the thermoelastoplastic contacts under repeated translation loading, which was extended in Ref. ͓18͔ for materials with temperature-dependent properties. A three-dimensional FEM model of elasto-plastic layered media under thermomechanical loading was developed by Komvopoulos and co-workers ͓19,20͔. In addition, FEM was employed to generate the generic displacement and temperature solutions ͑influence coefficients ͑ICs͒͒ on the half-space surface due to the unit heat flux at the origin ͓21,22͔, which facilitate a fast simulation algorithm.
In the past decade, semi-analytical methods ͑SAMs͒ ͓23-31͔ were introduced to solve contact problems involving elastoplasticity or frictional heating. SAM is more efficient than FEM because it is based on analytical solutions of point excitation and only needs to model the actual contact area. Gong and Komvopoulos ͓23͔ conducted a two-dimensional thermoelastic analysis of a sliding contact with a fractal surface. Liu and Wang proposed a threedimensional thermomechanical model for counterformal contact of rough surfaces under stationary ͓12͔ and moving ͓24͔ distributed heat sources. Based on the model in Ref. ͓12͔, Yu et al. ͓25͔ studied the effect of temperature-dependent yield strengths on asperity contact behaviors. In their models, a cutoff value, equal to the hardness of the softer material, was used to limit the contact pressure in order to approximately account for the perfectly plastic response of a metallic material. On the other hand, Liu and Wang ͓26͔ presented an approach to computing the transient and steady state thermoelastic stress fields in the wave domain. Jacq et al. ͓27͔ developed a semi-analytical elasto-plastic contact model for counterformal contacts with smooth or dented surfaces. Thermoelastic deformation has been added in this model by Boucly et al. ͓13͔ to investigate the contact behaviors under frictional heating. An extensive analysis of friction effects ͑friction coefficient up to 0.5͒ on elasto-plastic contacts has been conducted by Nelias et al. ͓28͔ .
The main objective of this study is to forward the threedimensional thermoelastoplastic contact model proposed in Ref.
͓13͔, which was developed based on Refs. ͓26,27͔. The present model has two major improvements over the model developed in Ref. ͓13͔: ͑1͒ a realistic heat flux partition at the sliding interface is considered instead of assuming that one body is adiabatic and ͑2͒ the temperature-dependent Johnson-Cook strain hardening law is incorporated into the model to give a more accurate description of material behaviors. The model was applied to simulate the sliding contact of a half-space over a stationary sphere. Results of pressure, temperature, and subsurface stress and strain states under different sliding speeds and friction coefficients were discussed and compared.
2 Theoretical Background 2.1 Problem Description and Hypotheses. The sliding contact geometry of a half-space ͑Body 2͒ over a sphere ͑Body 1͒ is given in Fig. 1 . Suppose that the z axis points inwards the sphere. The normal applied load is W, and a tangential force equal to W f pushes the half-space to slide over the sphere along the x axis at the speed of V s . The sphere can be treated as a semi-infinite body because the contact area dimensions are much smaller than the characteristic size of the sphere. In the present model, a quasistatic loading process is utilized because the loading speed is assumed to be sufficiently slow; that is, the effect of normal loading speed on plasticity is not considered. A steady state thermomechanical analysis is conducted because the time leading to thermal conduction stability may be assumed to be much shorter than the loading time. Frictional work may be dissipated by heating and inelastic deformation in a sliding plastic contact. However, plastic deformation becomes stable and does not consume the external energy anymore if the steady state is reached. Therefore, all the energy dissipated during sliding can be assumed to convert to heating for a steady state case. The generated heat is partitioned between two contacting solids. The area outside of the real contact area is assumed to be adiabatic; thus the model predicts the upper limit of interfacial temperature. The bulk temperature of the contact bodies at the infinite distance equals the room temperature.
Contact Model and Stress Analysis.
A general dry contact model ͓1͔ is summarized as follows for completeness:
where A c is the real contact surface, p is the pressure, u 3 B1+B2 is the combined normal displacement of two bodies, and h i ͑x , y͒ and ␦ are the initial gap and the rigid body approach, respectively. The area in contact has a positive pressure and a zero surface gap, while the noncontact area has zero pressure and an open gap. Normal displacement u 3 can be decomposed into three parts: elastic deformation u 3 e , residual deformation u 3 r , and thermal deformation u 3 t ,
͑3͒
Following the localized Coulomb friction law, the shear traction, s, is treated as a product of local pressure and friction coefficient, i.e., s = p f . Based on the Boussinesq-Cerruti integrals ͓1͔, elastic surface displacements at any point ͑x , y͒ due to distributed pressure p͑xЈ , yЈ͒ and shear traction s͑xЈ , yЈ͒ can be expressed as
Here, G p ͑x , y͒ =1/ E*r and G s ͑x , y͒ = x / e r 2 are the Green's functions, r = ͱ x 2 + y 2 , and E* and e are the equivalent Young modulus and shear modulus. In the discrete numerical simulation, the displacement can be written as the linear convolution between the IC,
, and the discrete excitation term,
Influence coefficients for displacement due to surface tractions are discussed in Ref.
͓12͔. For the residual displacement calculation, Jacq et al. ͓27͔ derived the closed-form influence coefficients based on the reciprocal theorem. The evaluations of the thermal displacements on the moving half-space and the stationary sphere will be discussed in the next section. The subsurface stress field is necessary for the elastoplasticity deformation evaluation. The elastic stress in a half-space due to surface tractions is 
Thermal Effect and Heat Partition.
Heat generated at the sliding contact raises the surface temperature, which causes thermal expansion and thermal stress. The temperature rise and the thermomechanical stress field in a half-space due to an irregularly distributed surface heat source were discussed by Liu and Wang ͓26͔ based on the work of Seo and Mura ͓34͔. Their formulations were developed in terms of the frequency response function ͑FRF͒, which is the Fourier transform of the Green's function, in the frequency domain.
Some basic equations in Ref.
͓26͔ are listed as follows for clarity. First, several dimensionless variables are introduced:
, where ⌬T is the temperature rise, q the heat flux, ␣ t the linear thermal expansion coefficient, k the thermal conductivity, l the characteristic length, and the Poisson ratio. The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the normal thermal displacement and temperature rise in the halfspace surface can be expressed as
where w = ͱ m 2 + n 2 and wЈ = ͱ w 2 − i͑m ·Pe x + n ·Pe y ͒; m and n are the frequency coordinates corresponding to x and y, Pe x and Pe y are the Peclet numbers along two axes ͑Pe x = V s l / and Pe y = 0 for the moving half-space, Pe x =Pe y = 0 for the stationary sphere, and is the thermal diffusivity͒, and q 5 គ is the Fourier transform of the surface heat flux. Moreover, the Fourier transforms of temperature rise and thermal stresses with respect to x and y in the stationary semi-infinite body due to the surface heat source are given as
Here, c m = E / 4͑1−͒, E is Young's modulus, 5 I = q 5 គ exp͑−z គw͒͑1+2z គw͒ / w 3 , 5 II = q 5 គ exp͑−z គw͒ / w 3 , and subscript ",3" means the partial differential with respect to z គ. Considering the fact that the sphere radius is much larger than the contact area dimensions, Eq. ͑9͒, which is developed for the half-space, can be used to formulate the thermomechanical behaviors of the sphere.
The inverse fast Fourier transform ͑IFFT͒ algorithm is used to convert known frequency response functions to discrete influence coefficients for temperature rise and thermomechanical responses, which are needed in thermomechanical contact simulations. Process details were described in route 2 in Ref. ͓35͔ . It should be noted that only the relative value of thermal displacement can be obtained here, whose absolute value depends on the selection of a reference point. In this study, the reference point is selected at the corner of the simulation domain. However, the selection of the reference point does not affect the contact simulation because the normal translation from the reference point is in nature a rigid body displacement, which does not alter the contact surface geometry and can be superposed into the rigid body approach of the contact problem.
As mentioned in the hypotheses, all the frictional work is converted into heat. Thus the total heat flux generated during sliding is q = f pV s . It is a key issue how the generated heating is partitioned between two contact bodies. Following the idea in Ref.
͓15͔, the real heat partition factor distribution is calculated by matching the temperature rises of two surfaces at all points within the real contact area. Here, q 1 and q 2 are the heat flux flowing into the sphere and the half-space, respectively. Suppose that the contact bodies only take heat influx. Temperature rises on two contact bodies can be written in matrix form,
where ͉D 1 ⌬T ͉ and ͉D 2 ⌬T ͉ are the influence coefficients matrices of temperature rise on two bodies, and ͕ ͖ is the vector containing values of heat flux or temperature rise at the grid nodes. Based on the postulate that temperatures of two surfaces are the same, Eq. ͑10͒ can be rearranged as a linear equation system in terms of heat flux q 1 ,
which can be solved by using the standard conjugate gradient method ͑CGM͒. Once the heat flux is obtained, the normal surface displacement due to thermal expansion and the thermomechanical stress field developed in the sphere body can then be evaluated using Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒.
Temperature-Dependent Elastoplasticity Model.
The subsurface stress field can be obtained by linearly superposing the elastic, residual, and thermal stress fields. Based on this stress information, the yielding can be determined by using the von Mises criterion, as indicated in
Here, vM is the von Mises equivalent stress, = ͚d
is the effective accumulative plastic strain, g is the strain hardening function, g͑0͒ equals the initial yield strength, Y , and S ij = ij − kk ␦ ij / 3 is the deviatoric stress. In the current study, the strain hardening behavior of materials is modeled by the isotropic Johnson-Cook power hardening law ͓36͔, which incorporates the thermal softening effect on material yield strength,
where B, C, and ␣ are the strain hardening parameters, ␤ is the thermal softening exponent, and T 0 and T m are the reference temperature ͑room temperature, for instance͒ and material melting point. If temperature rise ⌬T is larger than T m − T 0 , then the material yield strength vanishes.
Numerical Process of Solving Elastoplastic Contact.
As shown in Eqs. ͑1͒-͑5͒, the contact problem is essentially governed by a linear equation system with an unknown pressure distribution. A single-loop conjugate gradient method ͓37͔ is used to solve the contact problem iteratively, with which pressure and contact area can be determined simultaneously. The FFT algorithm discussed in Refs. ͓35,38,39͔ is also introduced to calculate the linear convolutions existing in contact formulations efficiently.
Once surface contact pressure and heat flux are determined from the contact solver, the subsurface stress field due to surface tractions and heat source can be calculated using Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑9͒. Based on the von Mises criterion in Eq. ͑12͒, yielding occurs when the equivalent von Mises stress exceeds the local yield strength ͑obtained from Eq. ͑13͒ using the current plastic strain and temperature͒, i.e., f Ͼ 0.
The actual increment of the effective plastic strain, d, is unknown in advance, but it should satisfy equation f͑ + d͒ =0. On the other hand, the increment of plastic strain in turn causes the variations of stress field and material yield strength. Thus f is a nonlinear function of plastic strain increment, d. Here, the Newton-Raphson method is utilized to obtain the plastic strain increment. Residual displacement due to the plastic strain increment can be calculated using the influence coefficients derived in Ref. ͓27͔ . The new surface geometry is obtained by superposing the residual displacement into the original geometry, and the surface contact has to be resimulated to update surface pressure and heat source. Therefore, the contact and the subsurface plastic strain evolution are fully coupled and have to be solved iteratively until the plastic strain increment converges ͓27͔. The variation of the plastic strain tensor can then be determined in the light of the plastic flow rule,
Model Verification. The thermoelastic contact model is verified in Ref.
͓12͔ by comparing the numerical results of thermal displacement and temperature rise with the analytical solutions in Ref. ͓1͔ . Also, comparisons of simulation results of a normal indentation example from FEM and the semi-analytical elasto-plastic contact models show a fairly good agreement ͓40͔. More verification is also reported in the following section.
Results and Discussion
Simulation results of contact pressure, temperature rise, subsurface plastic strain, and stress intensity are presented in this section for the sliding contact of a half-space over a sphere. The effects of frictional heating and the thermal softening effect on the contact behavior and plastic deformation are also discussed with respect to the variations of sliding speed and friction coefficient.
The stationary sphere is considered to be fully thermoelastoplastic. In order to simplify the numerical work, materials of two contact bodies are assumed to be the same and have the properties of commonly used steel, and the half-space is treated to be thermoelastic. The results of the subsurface plastic strain and stress fields shown here are those evaluated in the sphere body. The radius of the sphere body is R = 15 mm. The Coulomb friction coefficient is chosen to be a constant, f = 0.025, and the sliding velocity, V s , ranges from 0.5-50 m / s. The material mechanical and thermal properties and the simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
Plasticity is naturally nonlinear and dependent of the loading history. In order to simulate the actual loading history, the entire loading procedure of gradual increase of the normal load from 0 to the maximum value ͑65 N͒ is divided into 40 steps. In each step, a small normal load increment is added to the load in the previous step. The contact is solved using the current normal load, and the plastic strain increment due to the load increment in this step is also taken into account. The maximum normal load corresponds to the dimensionless load, W / W c = 6, where W c is the critical normal load indicating the transition from an elastic contact to an elasto-plastic one ͓41͔, Figure 2 gives comparisons of simulation results of the sphere body obtained from different analysis models, including the purely elastic, thermoelastic, elasto-plastic, and thermoelastoplastic models with and without the thermal softening effect. The pressure distribution is presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ , where the pressure is normalized by the Hertz peak pressure p 0 and the x coordinate by the Hertz contact radius a 0 . The arrow marks the sliding direction of the mating flat surface. Pressure distribution obtained from the purely elastic analysis well matches that of the analytical Hertz solution. It is suggested that the discretization schema used in this study is accurate enough to simulate the contact problem described in this paper. The peak pressure from the thermoelastic model is higher than that from the purely elastic model, which may be attributed to thermal expansion that intensifies the nonconformity of contact geometry and shrinks the contact area. On the other hand, plastic deformation makes the contact more conformal and expands the contact area, causing the peak pressure to be lowered. If heating is included in the elasto-plastic model, the peak pressure increases. Further inclusion of the thermal softening effect reduces the contact pressure. Figure 2͑b͒ presents the comparison of the von Mises stress profiles, where the stresses are normalized by the initial yield strength Y and the depth by a 0 . The maximum von Mises stress that a material can hold is limited by the local yield strength. The peak von Mises stresses in the elasto-plastic and thermoelastoplastic cases without thermal softening are almost the same and much smaller than that in the elastic contact. However, the temperature rise due to frictional heating softens the material ͑degrades the yield strength͒ if the thermal softening effect is included, which further decreases the von Mises stress intensity.
In the remainder part of this paper, results from the thermoelastoplastic analysis with the thermal softening effect are given and discussed. Figure 3 presents the comparison of contact pressure profiles along the x axis when sliding speed V s = 0.5 m / s, 5 m / s, 10 m / s, 20 m / s, and 50 m / s. The maximum contact pressure increases with the increase in sliding speed. The contact pressure is approximately symmetric with respect to x = 0 when the interfacial sliding speed is low ͑V s = 0.5 m / s͒. However, frictional heating distorts the contact pressure distribution under higher sliding speeds and shifts the pressure profile along the mating surface sliding direction. Figure 4 gives the variation of real contact area versus sliding speed from the models with and without thermal softening, where the real contact area is normalized by the Hertz contact area. Two contributions of frictional heating to contact area are found in Fig. 4 . One is that thermal expansion due to the Transactions of the ASME increase in sliding speed makes the contact geometry less conformal and reduces the contact area. The other is that thermal softening causes more plastic deformation and increases the contact area. It is suggested that the effect of thermal expansion offers more than the thermal softening effect does for the cases within the investigated sliding speed range. Curves of the circumferential stress component, xx , along the x axis in the surface are shown in Fig. 5 for different sliding velocities, where the stress is normalized by the initial yield strength, Y . For the case at the low sliding speed ͑V s = 0.5 m / s͒, the stress profile is approximately symmetric and is found to be tensile at the edge of the contact region and compressive beneath the normal contact. The inclusion of the compressive thermomechanical stress in the surface intensifies the compressive stress at the contact center. It is interesting to note that the status of the circumferential stress at the edge of the contact area changes from tensile to compressive due to the presence of frictional heating. The possibility of crack initiation and propagation may be reduced for the contacts with a strong thermal effect. This observation well agrees with that found in Ref. ͓23͔. Figure 6 gives the variation of the surface temperature rise distribution along the x axis with respect to the increasing sliding speed. The surface temperature rise increases noticeably as the sliding speed increases ͑the maximum temperature increases by about 500% when the sliding speed changes from 5 m / s to 50 m / s͒. The temperature rise distribution becomes skew under higher sliding speeds ͑the maximum temperature shifts from the center to the leading edge of the contact area͒. This trend of temperature with the sliding speed is consistent with that in Ref. ͓23͔. The variation of temperature rise profile can be explained by the actual heat flux flowing into the sphere body, which is presented in Fig. 7 . In this figure, the heat flux is normalized by the Hertz peak pressure multiplying the heat factor, f V s . For the case of the contact of the same materials at a low sliding speed, the heat flux Fig. 2 Comparisons of the simulation results in the sphere using different analysis models: "a… pressure distribution along the x axis and "b… dimensionless von Mises stress along the depth distribution approximately resembles the shape of the pressure curve because the contact bodies evenly absorb the frictional heating when they are almost stationary. However, for the case with a higher sliding speed, the dimensionless heat flux into the sphere decreases at the center and the trailing edge of the contact region because the new "cold" surface of the half-space comes into contact with the sphere continuously at the rear contact area, and most frictional heating flows into the moving body to maintain the equal temperatures of the two bodies. This is consistent with the conclusion made by Clarke et al. ͓16͔ that more energy goes into the fast moving contact bodies. On the other hand, the dimensionless heat flux into the sphere increases at the leading edge of the contact region and shifts the maximum temperature rise along the sliding direction. Transactions of the ASME The variations of maximum von Mises stress and maximum effective plastic strain versus sliding speed are shown in Fig. 10 . At the low sliding speed, the maximum value tends to decreases with the sliding speed because the thermal softening effect caused by the temperature rise reduces the material yield limit. On the other hand, the maximum von Mises stress increases with the sliding speed under the high sliding speed ͑about V s Ͼ 20 m / s͒ because the thermal stress is dominant over the mechanical stresses in the domain near the surface and the strain hardening effect due to thermoplastic deformation is larger than the thermal softening effect. It is also observed that the maximum plastic strain increases with the sliding speed much faster in the high speed region ͑about V s Ͼ 20 m / s͒ than it does in the low speed region.
The effect of friction coefficient on contact performances are presented in Fig. 11 when the sliding speed is V s = 0.5 m / s. The equivalent plastic strain profiles along the depth at the contact center are shown in Fig. 11͑a͒ for friction coefficients ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. The remarkable effect of friction coefficient on the plastic strain can be observed. The maximum plastic strain increases dramatically from 0.22% at f = 0.1 up to 2.95% at f = 0.5. Three possible contributions of friction coefficient are related to plastic strain variation: ͑1͒ shear-traction induced stress, ͑2͒ thermal stress, and ͑3͒ thermal softening due to frictional heating. Another interesting observation is that plastic deformation may happen at the contact surface for a friction coefficient of f ജ 0.2, which agrees well with the numerical result presented in Ref. ͓28͔. The von Mises stress profiles along the depth for different friction coefficients are given in Fig. 11͑b͒ . It indicates that the stress intensity increases at the surface while it decreases at the depth of about a Hertz radius. The maximum von Mises stress, which is located below the surface at the low friction coefficient, may increase at the surface when the friction coefficient is larger than 0.3. The same trend is also observed in Ref. ͓28͔. Figure  11͑c͒ presents contact pressure distributions along the central line. Transactions of the ASME
The increase in friction coefficient decreases the peak contact pressure and expands the contact area at the leading edge of the sliding contact.
Conclusions
A semi-analytical thermoelastoplastic counterformal contact model has been developed for steady state contact heat transfer, which includes the temperature-dependent strain hardening behavior and the distributed heat partition factor. Using this model, thermomechanical analyses were conducted for a sliding contact of a half-space over a stationary elasto-plastic sphere. Simulation results of contact pressure, temperature rise, and subsurface stress and strain fields were obtained and compared when different sliding speeds and friction coefficients were used.
The introduction of the thermal softening effect decreases surface pressure and subsurface stress intensity. Increasing the sliding velocity causes the temperature and contact pressure to increase and the contact area and the dimensionless heat flux flowing into the stationary body to decrease. The thermomechanical stress induced by frictional sliding distorts the distributions of the surface temperature rise and pressure, as well as the subsurface stress and strain fields. The tensile circumferential stress at the edge of contact is noticeably reduced and even surpassed by the compressive thermal stress in the surface. Maximum values of the von Mises stress and the effective plastic strain shift close to the surface and toward the leading edge of the contact area. Increasing friction coefficient leads to a noticeable increase in plastic strain and the von Mises stress at the surface.
